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ABSTRACT 27 

Kappa opioid receptors (KOR) are highly enriched within the ventral striatum (VS) and 28 

are thought to modulate striatal neurotransmission. This includes presynaptic inhibition 29 

of local glutamatergic release from excitatory inputs to the VS. However, it is not known 30 

which inputs drive this modulation and what impact they have on the local circuit 31 

dynamics within the VS. Individual medium spiny neurons (MSNs) within the VS serve 32 

as a site of convergence for glutamatergic inputs arising from the prefrontal cortex 33 

(PFC) and limbic regions, such as the hippocampus (HP). Recent data suggest 34 

competition can arise between these inputs with robust cortical activation leading to a 35 

reduction in ongoing HP-evoked MSN responses. Here, we investigated the contribution 36 

of KOR signaling in PFC-driven heterosynaptic suppression of HP inputs onto MSNs 37 

using whole-cell patch clamp recordings in slices from adult rats. Optogenetically-38 

evoked HP excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were greatly attenuated after a 39 

short latency (50 ms) following burst-like PFC electrical stimulation and the magnitude 40 

of this suppression was partially reversed following blockade of GABAARs (GABA type 41 

A receptors), but not GABABRs (GABA type B receptors). A similar reduction in 42 

suppression was observed in the presence of the KOR antagonist, nor-BNI. Combined 43 

blockade of local GABAARs and KORs resulted in complete blockade of PFC-induced 44 

heterosynaptic suppression of less salient HP inputs. These findings highlight a 45 

mechanism by which strong, transient PFC activity can take precedence over other 46 

excitatory inputs to the VS. 47 

 48 
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Significance Statement Emerging evidence suggests KOR activation can selectively 49 

modulate striatal glutamatergic inputs onto MSNs. In this study, we found that robust 50 

cortical stimulation leads to a reduction in ongoing hippocampal-evoked MSN 51 

responses through the combined recruitment of local inhibitory mechanisms and 52 

activation of presynaptic KORs in the VS.  These processes are likely to facilitate the 53 

efficient transfer of cortical information through the VS during critical decision making by 54 

dampening competing information from less salient excitatory inputs. These data 55 

provide a novel mechanism through which VS information processing could influence 56 

decision making, a function thought to occur primarily in the prefrontal cortex. 57 

  58 
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INTRODUCTION  59 

The kappa opioid receptor (KOR) system is implicated in the regulation of 60 

neurotransmitter release in the ventral striatum (VS). Both KOR and its endogenous 61 

ligand, the dynorphin (DYN) peptide, are highly enriched throughout the VS (Fallon and 62 

Leslie, 1986; Mansour et al., 1994). DYN is preferentially expressed in axonal 63 

processes of GABAergic medium spiny projection neurons (MSN) that express D1 64 

dopamine (DA) receptors (Altar and Hauser, 1987). In addition, electron microscopy 65 

studies indicate KORs are located presynaptically on midbrain dopaminergic terminals 66 

directly opposing the DA transporter, as well as on asymmetric, presumably 67 

glutamatergic inputs (Meshul and McGinty, 2000; Svingos et al., 1999). The role of 68 

these receptors on information processing within the VS remains unclear.  69 

The effects of KOR agonists within the VS are believed to occur primarily through 70 

presynaptic control of neurotransmitter release. Most studies to date have focused 71 

primarily on KOR regulation of DA release; it has been shown that presynaptic 72 

activation of KORs on DA inputs exerts profound inhibitory control over striatal DA 73 

signaling (Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Ebner et al., 2010; Spanagel et al., 1992). 74 

However, striatal KORs are also present on presynaptic terminals of presumed 75 

excitatory synapses (Meshul and McGinty, 2000; Svingos et al., 1999), yet few studies 76 

have investigated the impact of KORs on excitatory neurotransmission and local circuit 77 

dynamics within the VS. Consistent with this anatomical localization, synaptosomal (Hill 78 

and Brotchie, 1999; Rawls and McGinty, 1998; Rawls et al., 1999) and in vitro 79 

electrophysiology studies (Hjelmstad and Fields, 2001, 2003) revealed that 80 

administration of the KOR agonist U69,593 reduces presynaptic glutamatergic 81 
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neurotransmission in the VS. Furthermore, emerging evidence suggests KOR activation 82 

selectively modulates basolateral amygdala (BLA) excitatory input onto D1 MSNs 83 

(Tejeda et al., 2017). However, the BLA provides only a portion of the excitatory inputs 84 

to the VS. It is not known what inputs activate KOR-dependent mechanisms and how 85 

input-driven KOR activation shapes information integration in this region.  86 

The VS receives significant excitatory glutamatergic inputs from several cortical 87 

and subcortical brain regions, including the prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Berendse et al., 88 

1992; Fallon and Leslie, 1986) and hippocampus (HP) (Groenewegen et al., 1999). 89 

These afferent inputs converge onto individual VS MSNs (French and Totterdell, 2002; 90 

O’Donnell and Grace, 1995) and interact non-linearly. Previous conceptualizations 91 

surrounding their interaction emphasized the importance of HP inputs acting as a gating 92 

mechanism for information flow through the VS (O’Donnell and Grace, 1995). However, 93 

more recent data suggests these functionally distinct excitatory inputs may differentially 94 

influence striatal circuitry in an activity-dependent manner. For example, 95 

electrophysiological recordings from anesthetized rats revealed robust PFC stimulation 96 

leads to a reduction in ongoing HP-evoked MSN responses, in part, through the 97 

recruitment of local inhibitory mechanisms (Calhoon and O'Donnell, 2013). Therefore, it 98 

is possible that burst-like PFC activity is capable of attenuating weaker, competing 99 

excitatory input locally within the striatum.  100 

KOR modulation of glutamatergic inputs to the VS provides a potential 101 

mechanism by which robust PFC activation could impact the efficacy of competing 102 

excitatory inputs onto an individual MSN. Here, we investigated the contribution of 103 

KOR/DYN signaling in PFC-driven heterosynaptic suppression of HP inputs onto MSNs 104 
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in the VS. Input interactions between electrical stimulation of corticostriatal fiber tracts 105 

and optogenetic stimulation of HP inputs expressing channelrhodopsin were tested in 106 

VS MSNs using whole-cell patch clamp recordings in slices from adult rats.   107 

 108 

Materials and Methods 109 

Subjects: Adult male Sprague Dawley rats (350-450 g; Charles River Laboratory) 110 

served as subjects for all experiments. Rats were maintained in a temperature- and 111 

humidity-controlled environment on a 12-hour light: dark cycle (lights on at 6:30 am) 112 

with food and water available ad libitum. Animal care and experimentation were 113 

performed in accordance with protocols approved by The University of Maryland School 114 

of Medicine and Pfizer Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees, consistent with 115 

the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 116 

Optogenetic techniques: Rats were anesthetized with inhalant isoflurane (3%, 0.8 117 

l/min, O2). An adeno-associated viral vector (serotype 5) expressing 118 

channelrhodopsin2-eYFP (ChR2) under the CamKinase II promotor was bilaterally 119 

infused into the ventral hippocampus (VH) (Figure 1A; 5.8 mm caudal to bregma; ±4.7 120 

mm lateral from midline, and at depths of 8.0, 7.0, and 4.0 mm from surface; 0.5 121 

μl/injection site) at a rate of 0.15 μl/min using a Hamilton syringe pump. In vitro 122 

electrophysiology recording experiments were performed 6-8 weeks following surgery. 123 

ChR2 transfection was assessed using eYFP fluorescence detection at the recording 124 

site (Figure 1B). Optical stimulation of transfected HP terminals was evoked using a 125 

single 470 nm wavelength light pulse (8 - 10 mW, 1 ms) generated via a Lambda LS 126 
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illuminator controlled by a Lambda10-B filter wheel (Sutter Instruments) delivered 127 

through a 40x objective.  128 

Electrophysiology: Rats were anesthetized with chloral hydrate (400 mg/kg, i.p.) or 129 

isoflurane (3%, 0.8 l/min, O2) and transcardially perfused prior to decapitation with 130 

oxygenated ice-cold artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) containing (in mM): NaCl, 125; 131 

NaHCO3, 25; glucose, 10; KCl, 3.5; NaH2PO4, 1.25; CaCl2, 0.5; MgCl2, 3; pH 7.4, 132 

osmolarity 295 mOsm, constantly oxygenated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Parasagittal 133 

slices (300 μm thick) containing the VS and corticostriatal fibers were sectioned using a 134 

10o angle (midline face up and caudal end lifted) on a Vibratome. Slices were incubated 135 

in oxygenated aCSF warmed to ~34oC for at least 1 hour prior to recording. For each 136 

experiment, slices were placed in a submersion-type recording chamber superfused 137 

with oxygenated aCSF at a flow rate of 2 mL/min and maintained at 33-34oC. Recording 138 

aCSF was adjusted to include 2 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2. 139 

 Whole-cell current clamp recordings were performed from MSNs in both the shell 140 

and core regions of the nucleus accumbens (NAC) within the VS in brain slices obtained 141 

from adult rats between 1.40 mm and 2.1 mm lateral from midline. These sections were 142 

selected based on the combined presence of corticostriatal fiber tracts and robust 143 

ChR2-eYFP expression. Cells were identified using infrared differential interference 144 

contrast (IR-DIC) microscopy (Olympus BX50-WI) using a 40x water-immersion 145 

objective. Visual guidance was obtained with an IR-sensitive CCD camera (DAGE-MTI) 146 

connected to a monitor. Patch pipettes (6-10 MΩ) were made from 1.5 mm O.D. 147 

borosilicate glass tubing (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) filled with (in mM): 148 

K-gluconate, 115; HEPES, 10; MgCl2 2; KCL, 20; Mg-ATP, 2; Na2-ATP, 2; and GTP, 149 
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0.3; pH 7.3; osmolarity 280 mOsm. Neurobiotin (0.125%) was added to the internal 150 

recording solution for histological identification of recorded cells. Whole-cell recordings 151 

were acquired with a computer-controlled Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Axon Instruments, 152 

Foster City, CA), digitized (Digidata, Axon Instruments), and sampled with Axoscope 9.0 153 

(Axon Instruments) at a rate of 10 kHz. Electrode potentials were adjusted to zero 154 

before recording without correcting the liquid junction potential. 155 

Stimulation Protocols: Recording sessions began with a brief stabilization period 156 

followed by a full assessment of passive membrane properties, including membrane 157 

potential and input resistance (measured using the slope of a current-voltage plot 158 

obtained with 500 ms hyperpolarizing and depolarizing pulses). Neurons exhibiting a 159 

resting membrane potential more depolarized than -70 mV, spike amplitudes less than 160 

70 mV from threshold, and/or an input resistance <80 MΩ were excluded from analysis. 161 

Optical and electrical stimuli were controlled using a Master 8 pulse generator (A.M.P.I., 162 

Jerusalem, Israel). Cortical synaptic responses were evoked using a bipolar electrode 163 

made from a twisted pair of Teflon-coated tungsten wires (tips approximately 200 μm 164 

apart). The electrode was placed within the forceps minor, approximately 500 μm from 165 

the recorded cell. 166 

To determine the effect of burst-like PFC stimulation on striatal MSN responses 167 

to ongoing HP input, changes in MSN excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) 168 

evoked via HP and cortical stimulation were assessed using the following protocol. 169 

Recordings began with a baseline optical stimulation of transfected HP terminals (HP1) 170 

using a single pulse of 475 nm wavelength of light (8 - 10 mW; 1 ms). Following a 500 171 

ms delay, a burst-like electrical stimulation was applied to the corticostriatal fiber 172 
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bundles (five 0.1 - 0.5 nA, 0.5 ms pulses at 20 Hz). Stimulation intensity was selected 173 

for each cell to be subthreshold to firing.  Subsequent to the last pulse of the PFC 174 

stimulation train, a second  test HP stimulus (HP2) was evoked using the same 175 

stimulation parameters established for HP1 at varying time delays (50 and 500 ms 176 

intervals relative to the end of the PFC stimulation). The order in which the HP2 time 177 

delays were presented were counterbalanced across cells. This stimulation protocol 178 

(HP1-PFC-HP2; Figure 1C) was repeated 15 times at 0.066 Hz for each delay interval 179 

before and after bath application of drugs. To determine whether changes in HP2 180 

responses were dependent on PFC stimulation, some cells were subjected to the same 181 

stimulation protocol as described above but omitting the PFC stimulation (HP1-HP2; 182 

Figure 1C). Following baseline HP1-PFC-HP2, each cell also received direct 183 

depolarizing current injection. Target membrane potentials were adjusted so that values 184 

at HP1 were comparable to those at HP2 following PFC stimulation during baseline 185 

conditions. Finally, for those experiments assessing input specificity of KOR activation, 186 

we compared changes in excitatory postsynaptic potentials evoked via a single HP and 187 

PFC stimulation occurring 500 ms apart within the same cell. Values for each parameter 188 

across all experiments were calculated by averaging evoked responses over all 189 

repetitions for each time delay. 190 

 All drugs were applied by bath perfusion. Solutions were prepared fresh the day 191 

of recording and diluted in recording aCSF to the final concentration. Stock solutions of 192 

picrotoxin (PTX) and AM251 were dissolved in DMSO and the maximal final DMSO 193 

concentration was 0.1% (v/v). U69593 stock solution was diluted in 50% ethanol. Stock 194 
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solutions of saclofen (SAC) and nor-Binaltrophimine (norBNI) were dissolved in 195 

recording aCSF. All drugs were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). 196 

Histological Procedures: At the end of each experiment, all slices were placed in 4% 197 

paraformaldehyde overnight. Slices were then washed in 0.1 M PBS and incubated with 198 

0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS. To block endogenous peroxidases, slices were incubated for 199 

15 min in 0.3% hydrogen peroxide. The avidin-biotin complex method was used to 200 

detect Neurobiotin-filled cells (ABC peroxidase kit; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, 201 

CA) and the reaction was visualized using 3,3’–diaminobenzidine tetrachloride (DAB; 202 

Sigma) to provide verification of the morphology and location of recorded neurons. 203 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis: All recordings were conducted using a 204 

“within-cell” experimental design which allowed each cell to serve as its own control and 205 

reduced cross cell variability between test conditions. As such, effects of drug treatment 206 

and HP2 time delays (50 ms and 500 ms post PFC stimulation) could be assessed 207 

using paired statistical tests. Only one cell was recorded from each brain slice. For each 208 

experiment, slices were generated from 5-7 adult male Sprague Dawley rats. Exact 209 

cell/rat sample sizes are noted alongside corresponding experiments in the results 210 

section.  211 

  Data are expressed as mean ± SD. All analyses were conducted using Graphpad 212 

Prism statistical software version 6.0 (Graphpad Software; La Jolla, CA). Initial 213 

heterosynaptic suppression data were analyzed using repeated-measures analysis of 214 

variance (ANOVA) with pulse type (HP1 or HP2) and HP2 delay (50 or 500 ms) as 215 

within-subject factors. For each drug treatment condition, the main effects of drug 216 

treatment (baseline or compound) and pulse type (HP1 or HP2 at 50 ms delay) were 217 
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assessed as within-subject factors using repeated-measures ANOVAs. When 218 

appropriate, a minimum number of post-hoc comparisons were conducted using 219 

Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests. The magnitude of suppression was calculated by 220 

determining the ratio of the control and test pulse amplitudes (HP2/HP1). Given that this 221 

value represents the remaining HP2 EPSP amplitude following PFC stimulation as 222 

compared to HP1 EPSPs, the difference between 1 and HP2/HP1 were reported. 223 

 224 

RESULTS 225 

Burst-like stimulation of corticostriatal fibers suppresses optogenetically evoked 226 

HP responses in MSNs 227 

To determine whether in vivo observations of PFC-driven heterosynaptic suppression of 228 

HP inputs onto striatal MSNs (Calhoon and O'Donnell, 2013) could be replicated in an in 229 

vitro preparation, changes in MSN response to optical stimulation of HP terminals were 230 

measured before (HP1) and at varying times after (HP2; 50 or 500 ms) burst-like 231 

electrical stimulation delivered to corticostriatal fiber tracts (n=7 cells from 6 rats). 232 

Similar to our previous in vivo study, burst-like PFC stimulation significantly reduced 233 

optically evoked HP2 EPSPs relative to baseline responses (HP1) (Figure 1D,E; pulse: 234 

F(1,6)=54.10; p=0.0003, ANOVA) in a time-dependent manner (pulse x delay: F(1,6)=6.92; 235 

p=0.039, ANOVA). Although cortical stimulation reduced HP2 EPSPs at each time 236 

interval, further analysis revealed the magnitude of suppression induced by PFC activity 237 

differed significantly between the two delay periods (Figure 1F; t(6)=4.08; p=0.007, 238 

paired t-test). Specifically, HP2 stimuli occurring 50 ms following the end of PFC 239 
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stimulation were reduced by 48.3% ± 17.4% compared to a 23.3% ± 10.4% reduction of 240 

HP2 stimuli occurring 500 ms post-PFC activation.  241 

Given the relatively short time interval separating HP1 and HP2 responses at the 242 

50 ms delay period, it is possible that attenuation of HP2 EPSPs is the result of short-243 

term depression and occurred independent of robust PFC stimulation. To assess this 244 

possibility, the 50 ms delay stimulation protocol was run with the PFC stimulation 245 

omitted in a subset of cells (n=5 cells). No differences were observed between HP1 and 246 

HP2 EPSPs amplitudes (Figure 1G; t(4)=1.00; p=0.376, paired t-test), indicating the 247 

observed suppression is not an effect of pairing HP pulses and suggesting that burst-248 

like PFC stimulation is a key factor driving HP suppression.  249 

While strong cortical activation significantly reduced the impact of HP inputs onto 250 

MSNs, this effect could be the result of voltage-dependent changes in ionic 251 

conductances associated with the depolarization driven by cortical stimulation. To 252 

determine whether PFC-induced depolarization contributed to the heterosynaptic 253 

suppression of HP inputs, responses were compared when HP1 and HP2 were evoked 254 

at similar membrane potentials in a subset of cells (n=5). This was accomplished by 255 

depolarizing the cell with direct intracellular current injection. Target membrane 256 

potentials were adjusted across cells so that values were comparable to those elicited 257 

by the PFC stimulus during baseline conditions. Even when evaluated at the same 258 

membrane potential, the amplitude of HP2 EPSPs was significantly reduced compared 259 

to depolarized HP1 EPSPs (Figure 1H; t(4)=5.02; p=0.007, paired t-test). These data 260 

indicate that PFC-driven suppression is not the direct result of depolarization-induced 261 

changes in membrane physiology. All subsequent HP2/HP1 comparisons were 262 
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analyzed when both HP EPSPs were evoked at similar membrane potentials. Our 263 

findings support the in vivo observation that robust activation of corticostriatal inputs to 264 

the ventral striatum reduces the potency of less salient HP inputs onto MSNs. 265 

 266 

Local GABAA, but not GABAB, inhibition contributes to PFC-induced 267 

heterosynaptic suppression in the ventral striatum 268 

Based on our in vivo study showing blockade of GABAARs partially restores HP EPSPs 269 

(Calhoon and O'Donnell, 2013), we hypothesized that local inhibitory signaling 270 

contributes to PFC-induced heterosynaptic suppression in the VS. To determine 271 

whether a similar GABAergic mechanism is recruited in an in vitro preparation, MSN 272 

responses to the HP1-PFC-HP2 protocol were measured in the presence of the GABAA 273 

open-channel blocker picrotoxin (PTX; 100 μM; n=7 cells/6 rats). In the presence of 274 

PTX, HP2 EPSPs evoked 50 ms post-PFC stimulation remained suppressed compared 275 

to HP1 responses evoked at a matching depolarized membrane potential (Figure 2A, 276 

pulse: F(1,6)=41.12; p=0.001, ANOVA), however the amplitude of HP2 responses 277 

changed in the presence of PTX (drug x pulse: F(1,6)=8.35; p=0.028, ANOVA). 278 

Specifically, the magnitude of HP2 suppression driven by PFC stimulation was greatly 279 

reduced in the presence of PTX as compared to vehicle conditions, similar to previous 280 

in vivo findings. With GABAARs blocked, PFC stimulation reduced HP2 EPSP 281 

amplitudes by 33.8% ± 18.7% compared to a 52.2% ± 17.6% reduction observed in the 282 

absence of PTX (Figure 2B; t(6)=4.17; p=0.006, paired t-test). This reduction was not 283 

due to any changes to HP1 EPSP amplitude following PTX administration (t(6)=1.98; 284 
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p=0.095, paired t-test). As the reduction was not completely reversed by PTX, it is likely 285 

other mechanisms contribute to PFC-evoked heterosynaptic suppression. 286 

 GABABRs are also found throughout the VS (Bowery et al., 1987) and can inhibit 287 

presynaptic glutamate release in mice (Tejeda et al., 2017). It is possible that the local 288 

inhibitory signal recruited by robust PFC stimulation could activate both GABAARs and 289 

GABABRs. To test for a role of GABABRs in heterosynaptic suppression in the VS, we 290 

measured MSN responses to HP stimulation in the presence of the GABABR antagonist 291 

saclofen (SAC; 10 μM; n=6 cells/5 rats). Similar to PTX, HP2 responses evoked at the 292 

50 ms delay period remained significantly reduced compared to baseline HP1 293 

responses following administration of SAC (Figure 2D, pulse: F(1,5)=13.26; p=0.015, 294 

ANOVA). Unlike GABAARs, however, the blockade of GABABRs had no effect on the 295 

magnitude of suppression recorded (Figure 2E; t(5)=0.31; p=0.768, paired t-test), 296 

suggesting GABABRs do not contribute to PFC-evoked heterosynaptic suppression. 297 

Thus, these data confirm and extend previous in vivo data suggesting GABAA mediated 298 

inhibition contributes to the suppression of HP responses onto VS MSNs following 299 

burst-like PFC stimulation.  300 

 301 

Selective recruitment of KOR signaling in striatal heterosynaptic suppression  302 

The observation that direct blockade of GABAARs only partially restored PFC-induced 303 

suppression of HP inputs suggests heterosynaptic suppression in the VS is a complex 304 

process involving multiple mechanisms. Inhibition of presynaptic excitatory 305 

neurotransmission through KOR/DYN signaling could contribute to this phenomenon.  306 

Several studies have demonstrated that activation of presynaptic KORs reduces 307 
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glutamate release in the VS (Hjelmstad and Fields, 2001, 2003; Tejeda et al., 2017). To 308 

determine whether KOR activation modulates specific glutamatergic inputs onto striatal 309 

MSNs, the effect of a selective KOR agonist, U69,593 (1 μM), on HP and PFC specific 310 

EPSPs was examined in the same MSN (n=8 cells/5 rats). Overall, U69,593 significantly 311 

reduced the amplitude of HP- and PFC-evoked responses (Figure 3A; treatment: 312 

F1,7=27.58, p=0.001, ANOVA). KOR modulation of synaptic responses did not 313 

significantly differ between inputs (treatment x input: F1,7=3.41, p=0.107, ANOVA), with 314 

U69,593 administration decreasing HP and PFC EPSP amplitudes by ~36% (from 13.8 315 

± 6.3 mV to 9.1 ± 5.7 mV; t(7)=3.95, p=0.006, paired t-test; Figure 3B) and  ~21% (from 316 

14.1 ± 3.0 mV to 11.5 ± 3.8 mV; t(7)=7.12, p=0.001, paired t-test; Figure 3C) 317 

respectively. Thus, these data suggest KOR activation affects both PFC and HP inputs 318 

to the VS in rats.  319 

To assess the possible contribution of KOR activation during PFC-induced 320 

heterosynaptic suppression, MSN responses to the HP1-PFC-HP2 protocol were 321 

measured in the presence of the KOR antagonist norBNI (100 nM; n= 9 cells/7 rats). 322 

Following norBNI bath application, HP2 responses evoked 50 ms after PFC stimulation 323 

remained reduced relative to membrane potential-matched HP1 responses (Figure 3D; 324 

pulse:F(1,8)=59.48; p=0.001, ANOVA). However, the magnitude of suppression changed 325 

significantly in response to drug application (drug x pulse: F(1,8)=7.48; p=0.026, ANOVA). 326 

In the absence of norBNI, PFC stimulation reduced HP2-evoked responses by 40.8 ± 327 

14.3%, but this decreased to 17.5 ± 21.6% following bath application of norBNI (Figure 328 

3E; t(8)=2.859; p=0.021, paired t-test). Furthermore, this reduction was not the result of a 329 

change in HP1 EPSP amplitudes following norBNI administration (t(8)=1.50; p=0.173, 330 
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paired t-test). These data suggest KOR activation plays a key role in PFC-induced 331 

heterosynaptic suppression in the VS. 332 

It is likely that both GABAARs and KORs contribute to VS heterosynaptic 333 

suppression following robust PFC stimulation. Either GABAAR or KOR blockade was 334 

capable of diminishing the amount of suppression driven by PFC stimulation, but neither 335 

drug alone was able to completely reverse these effects. It is possible that both 336 

mechanisms work simultaneously to induce suppression following robust PFC 337 

stimulation. Co-administration of norBNI (100 nM) and PTX (100 μM) significantly 338 

blocked the attenuation of HP2 responses (drug x pulse:F(1,8)=10.16; p=0.013, ANOVA). 339 

HP2-evoked EPSP amplitudes were not significantly different from HP1 responses 340 

(Figure 3G; t(8)= 0.93; p= 0.381, paired t-test), and the magnitude of HP2 suppression 341 

decreased significantly from 40.8 ± 14.3% during baseline recordings to 8.0 ± 29.1% 342 

with norBNI and PTX co-administration (Figure 3H; t(8)= 3.00; p= 0.018, paired t-test). It 343 

should be noted that HP1 amplitude decreased from 9.2 ± 1.1 mV to 8.1 ± 1.1 mV 344 

following bath application of norBNI and PTX (t(8)= 3.00; p= 0.018, paired t-test) 345 

indicating the combination of norBNI and PTX could impact HP synaptic activity 346 

independently of PFC stimulation. However, it is unlikely that this modest change in 347 

amplitude is solely responsible for driving the effects reported above as a similar 348 

decrease in EPSP amplitude was not seen for HP2-evoked responses. Thus, these 349 

data suggest that burst-like PFC activity elicits brief heterosynaptic suppression of HP 350 

inputs to the VS through the combined activation of GABAAR and KOR signaling. 351 

There are other retrograde signaling mechanisms in the VS that could contribute 352 

to PFC-evoked heterosynaptic suppression. For example, endocannabinoids are also 353 
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synthesized and released from MSN , and signaling via their endogenous receptor, the 354 

cannabinoid 1 receptor (CB1), has also been shown to reduce presynaptic glutamate 355 

release (Gerdeman and Lovinger, 2001; Hoffman and Lupica, 2001). An evaluation of 356 

CB1 receptors in cortically-induced heterosynaptic suppression by bath application of 357 

the CB1 receptor antagonist AM251 (2 μM; n= 8 cells/5 rats) revealed HP2 responses 358 

remained significantly reduced compared to HP1 (Figure 4A, , pulse: F(1,7)= 34.35; 359 

p=0.001, ANOVA). The magnitude of suppression also remained unchanged compared 360 

to baseline (Figure 4B; t(7)= 1.03; p= 0.339, paired t-test), suggesting CB1 receptors do 361 

not contribute to PFC-evoked heterosynaptic suppression.  362 

 363 

DISCUSSION 364 

Burst-like stimulation of corticostriatal fiber tracts suppressed optogenetically evoked 365 

HP responses in VS MSNs recorded in acute adult rat slices. Heterosynaptic 366 

suppression was greatest following a short latency after PFC burst stimulation. Cortical 367 

stimulation was required for HP suppression, as no change in HP response was 368 

observed in the absence of PFC activation. Heterosynaptic suppression was not a result 369 

of the transient depolarization induced by PFC stimulation. Rather the, blockade of 370 

GABAARs, but not GABABRs lead to a partial reduction in the magnitude of PFC-evoked 371 

suppression. A similar reduction in heterosynaptic suppression was observed in the 372 

presence of the KOR antagonist, nor-BNI. Finally, near complete blockade of PFC-373 

induced heterosynaptic suppression was achieved through the combined administration 374 

of both GABAAR and KOR antagonists. These data support the assertion that high-375 
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frequency PFC stimulation suppresses competing excitatory inputs onto striatal MSNs 376 

through activation of pre- and postsynaptic signaling mechanisms. 377 

GABAergic and KOR mechanisms underlie cortical heterosynaptic suppression 378 

of HP inputs to the VS  379 

Picrotoxin administration reduced the extent of PFC-induced heterosynaptic 380 

suppression of HP inputs onto VS MSNs. This observation is consistent with previous in 381 

vivo reports (Calhoon and O'Donnell, 2013) using intracellular methods of GABAAR 382 

antagonism. These data suggest robust PFC activation engages local inhibitory 383 

mechanisms to suppress the synaptic efficacy of competing excitatory inputs onto 384 

MSNs. However, the source of inhibition is not clear. Striatal inhibition can arise from 385 

GABAergic interneurons, as well as collaterals from neighboring MSNs (Kita, 1993). 386 

Despite dense local collaterals, electrophysiological studies indicate only a weak 387 

connection between neighboring MSNs (Guzman et al., 2003; Jaeger et al., 1994; Koos 388 

et al., 2004; Taverna et al., 2004). Conversely, fast-spiking interneurons (FSI) 389 

immunoreactive for the calcium binding protein, parvalbumin (PV), provide selective and 390 

powerful feedforward inhibitory control over MSN activity through perisomatic inhibition. 391 

(Bennett and Bolam, 1994; Kita et al., 1990; Koós and Tepper, 1999). Activation of 392 

these inputs is sufficient to delay or block MSN excitation and is predominantly 393 

mediated by GABAARs (Koos et al., 2004; Szydlowski et al., 2013). Furthermore, 394 

corticostriatal inputs are known to provide dense, monosynaptic input to striatal FSI and 395 

burst-like stimulation of PFC inputs results in activation of this cell population (Gruber et 396 

al., 2009b; Mallet et al., 2005). GABAergic interneurons are believed to form a critical 397 

link in mediating corticostriatal feedforward inhibition. Thus, it is likely GABAergic 398 
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inhibition recruited during high-frequency PFC stimulation of the VS is derived primarily 399 

from cortical activation of local FSI interneurons.   400 

In addition to local inhibitory mechanisms, these data indicate KOR signaling also 401 

plays a role in PFC-induced heterosynaptic suppression as local blockade of KORs 402 

greatly reduced the magnitude of suppression. Our results are consistent with an 403 

inhibitory role of KOR on synaptic excitatory transmission and likely reflect a presynaptic 404 

decrease in glutamate release. KOR immunoreactivity has been reported in asymmetric 405 

synapses within the VS (Svingos et al., 1999), and activation of these receptors either 406 

decreases Ca2+ channel conductance or activates inward rectifying K+ channels (Al-407 

Hasani and Bruchas, 2011; Tallent et al., 1994), inhibiting presynaptic release of 408 

excitatory neurotransmitter (Hjelmstad and Fields, 2001). In support of this assertion, 409 

we found that the KOR agonist U69,593 significantly reduced HP and PFC evoked 410 

synaptic responses in recorded MSNs. Recent work (Tejeda et al., 2017) indicates that 411 

KOR activation may confer pathway specificity by selectively modulating basolateral 412 

amygdala (BLA) excitatory input onto D1 MSNs. However, they did not observe KOR 413 

mediated inhibition of HP glutamate release in the mouse VS. This discrepancy could 414 

be indicative of species differences in KOR expression or afferent innervation patterns. 415 

Indeed, varied distribution of opioid receptors has been reported across multiple rodent 416 

species (McLean et al., 1987; Racz and Halasy, 2003). Conflicting results could also be 417 

due to differences in viral injection and/or recording sites. To ensure robust ChR2 418 

expression throughout the VS, we utilized a multisite injection protocol which 419 

consistently transfected a large region of the VH along the septal-temporal axis. This 420 

injection pattern, coupled with a sagittal slice preparation, permitted MSN recording 421 
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across all sub-divisions of the VS along the rostrocaudal axis. Thus, KOR activity can 422 

modulate both HP and PFC inputs in the VS and strong PFC activation can drive KOR- 423 

and GABAAR-dependent heterosynaptic suppression in the VS. 424 

It could be hypothesized that the changes in heterosynaptic suppression 425 

observed following norBNI administration are the indirect result of KOR modulation of 426 

mesolimbic DA release. In addition to excitatory neurotransmission, the KOR system 427 

plays an important role in the modulation of mesolimbic DA release. Striatal KORs are 428 

also localized on DA varicosities (Meshul and McGinty, 2000) and administration of 429 

KOR antagonists leads to increased DA levels in this region (Maisonneuve et al., 1994). 430 

Similar to KOR, DA inhibits striatal glutamatergic transmission through modulation of 431 

presynaptic excitatory inputs to the VS (Nicola et al., 1996; O’Donnell and Grace, 1994; 432 

Pennartz et al., 1992). However, it is unlikely DA plays a role in the KOR-dependent 433 

effects we observed because blockade of D1 and D2 receptors through the co-434 

administration of SCH-23390 and sulpiride has no effect on the inhibition of excitatory 435 

synaptic potentials produced by U69,593 (Hjelmstad and Fields, 2001).  436 

A more parsimonious model suggests robust PFC afferent activation results in 437 

postsynaptic DYN release which, in turn, attenuates ongoing signaling from competing 438 

afferents through activation of presynaptic KORs. The neuropeptide, DYN is the 439 

endogenous ligand of the KORs (Chavkin et al., 1982). Co-labeling studies in the VS 440 

show KOR-immunoreactive terminals are in close opposition to DYN-containing MSNs 441 

(Svingos et al., 1999). Although the mechanisms leading to DYN release remain 442 

unclear, it has been hypothesized that postsynaptic DYN release requires robust or 443 

repetitive excitatory stimulation of the target neuron (Seward et al., 1995), similar to 444 
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other neuropeptides. In support of this assertion, endogenous DYN release has been 445 

observed in the HP (Wagner et al., 1990) and VS (Al-Hasani et al., 2015) in response to 446 

10-50 Hz, high-intensity stimulation, similar to that used in the present study.    447 

It should be noted that high-frequency stimulation of the corticostriatal pathway 448 

can induce postsynaptic release of several signaling molecules within the VS. For 449 

example, postsynaptic MSN release of endocannabinoids (eCB) relies heavily on robust 450 

or repetitive excitatory afferent activity (Adermark and Lovinger, 2007). Upon release, 451 

eCB bind to Cannabinoid-1 (CB1) receptors present, in large part, on presynaptic 452 

terminals forming excitatory, asymmetric synapses (Pickel et al., 2004). Activation of 453 

CB1 receptors has also been shown to decrease presynaptic glutamate release in the 454 

VS (Gerdeman and Lovinger, 2001; Hoffman and Lupica, 2001). However, we found 455 

that bath application of the CB1 receptor antagonist AM251 had no impact on the 456 

magnitude of PFC-induced HP suppression. 457 

Functional implication of cortical heterosynaptic suppression in the VS 458 

The PFC, HP, and VS make up a highly integrated and dynamic neural system 459 

responsible for generating motivated behavior, with each region providing critical 460 

information used to guide response selection. Hippocampal inputs mediate context-461 

related behaviors, while the information passed within the PFC-VS circuit supports rapid 462 

adaption of appropriate behavioral strategies in response to dynamic changes in task 463 

requirements (Block et al., 2007). As the point of convergence, the VS is proposed to 464 

play the role of a “behavioral switchboard”, allowing flexible selection of afferent input to 465 

drive MSN ensemble activity depending on the behavioral state of the subject (Gruber 466 
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et al., 2009a). In keeping with this conceptualization of striatal information processing, 467 

our data allow us to hypothesize that brief heterosynaptic suppression driven by strong 468 

PFC activation facilitates the efficient transfer of cortical information through the VS 469 

during critical decision making instances.  As such, cortical recruitment of KORs and 470 

GABAARs would serve to enhance the throughput of salient cortical information by 471 

dampening competing information from weaker inputs. This could occur through KOR-472 

mediated decrease in excitatory drive onto D1 MSNs and concurrent disinhibition of D2 473 

MSNs (Tejeda et al., 2017) thus dynamically altering ensemble-based activity in the 474 

direct and indirect output pathways of the striatum and aiding changes in action 475 

selection and initiation.  476 

Future experiments should be directed at understanding the impact of these 477 

mechanisms on behavior. The transient nature of this suppression suggests it may be 478 

critical for effective information integration by ensuring minimal disruption to information 479 

flow from other limbic inputs. Thus, loss of temporal resolution in these non-linear 480 

interactions could underlie some of the maladaptive behaviors associated with many 481 

neurological disorders. For example, excessive corticostriatal activity could lead to 482 

enhanced FSI feedforward inhibition or DYN release that would interfere with the 483 

transfer of information from non-cortical regions necessary to update or change 484 

behavioral strategies. This condition would obscure the “behavioral switchboard” 485 

function of the VS, yielding behavioral inflexibility. Indeed, pathophysiological changes 486 

in PFC-VS interactions and KOR activity have been implicated in several neurological 487 

and psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2002; 488 

O’Donnell and Grace, 1999) and drug addiction (Kalivas and Volkow, 2005, Lüscher, 489 
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2011#13263). As these conditions may be marked by aberrant motivational states and 490 

inflexible behavior, it is possible that modulating KOR-dependent local interactions 491 

could aid in reversing those deficits. 492 

 493 

 494 

 495 

 496 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 622 

 623 

Figure 1. Burst-like stimulation of corticostriatal fibers suppresses optogenetically 624 

evoked HP responses in MSNs in acute slices. A, Left, A representative image of 625 

ChR2-YFP expression at the injection site (green; scale bar 500 μm). Right, Location of 626 

bilateral ChR2 injection sites in the VH of rats (asterisks). B, Schematic of striatal MSN 627 

recordings conducted using a parasagittal slice orientation. PFC responses were 628 

evoked via electrical stimulation of corticostriatal fiber tracks and HP responses were 629 

evoked using a 475 nm wavelength light pulse applied to ChR2-transfected terminals in 630 

the VS. Inset, representative photomicrograph of ChR2-YFP labeled HP terminals in the 631 

VS (scale bar 200 μm).  C, Top, Stimulation protocol used to study heterosynaptic 632 

interactions between HP and PFC inputs to the VS.  Bottom, Protocol in which PFC 633 

stimulation was omitted prior to the short (50 ms) HP2 delay period. D, Traces showing 634 

response to optogenetic stimulation of HP terminals before (HP1) and 50 ms after (HP2) 635 

PFC train stimulation in a representative MSN. The highlighted trace is the average of 636 

the 15 overlaid sweeps shown in grey. Red highlights MSN responses occurring prior to 637 

and throughout the PFC stimulation, and blue highlights responses occurring post-PFC 638 

stimulation. Averaged responses to HP1 and HP2 (highlighted in red and blue, 639 

respectively) are enlarged and overlaid in the inset. Right, Averaged EPSP amplitudes 640 

for individual MSNs are shown in grey. HP2 responses are significantly reduced 641 

compared to HP1 at a short latency following PFC stimulation. (In this and subsequent 642 

figures, open black symbols indicate data from the cell whose traces are illustrated; 643 

group averages are indicated by closed black symbols). E, Responses to optogenetic 644 
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stimulation of HP terminals before and 500 ms after PFC train stimulation in the same 645 

representative MSN.  Right, Averaged EPSP amplitudes for individual MSNs showing 646 

HP2 responses remain reduced compared to HP1 at a long latency following PFC 647 

stimulation. F, Plot comparing the magnitude of HP2 suppression at 50 or 500 ms 648 

following PFC stimulation for individual MSNs. The magnitude of heterosynaptic 649 

suppression of HP2 is significantly greater at the shorter (50 ms) delay period. G, 650 

Responses to optogenetic stimulation of HP terminals when PFC stimulation is omitted. 651 

Right, Averaged EPSP amplitudes for individual MSNs showing HP1 and HP2 652 

responses are similar when PFC stimulation is omitted. H, Averaged EPSP amplitudes 653 

for individual MSNs showing HP2 EPSPs are still significantly reduced when compared 654 

to HP1 responses evoked at a similar membrane potential. Inset shows averaged 655 

depolarized HP1 and basal HP2 EPSPs in a representative MSN.  AC, anterior 656 

commissure; HP, hippocampus; LV, lateral ventricle; NACC, nucleus accumbens core; 657 

NACSh, nucleus accumbens shell; PFC, prefrontal cortex; VS; ventral striatum. 658 

 659 

Figure 2. Blockade of GABAARs, but not GABABRs attenuates PFC-evoked 660 

heterosynaptic suppression of HP inputs to the VS. A, Averaged EPSP amplitudes for 661 

individual MSNs treated with picrotoxin (100 μM) showing HP2 EPSPs are reduced 662 

compared to HP1 responses evoked at a similar membrane potential. Inset shows 663 

averaged depolarized HP1 and basal HP2 EPSPs in the same representative cell. B, 664 

Plot comparing the magnitude of HP2 suppression driven by PFC stimulation under 665 

baseline conditions and in the presence of picrotoxin for individual MSNs. Blockade of 666 

GABAARs reduced the extent of HP2 heterosynaptic suppression induced by PFC 667 
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stimulation. C, Traces showing response to optogenetic stimulation of HP terminals 668 

before (HP1) and 50 ms after (HP2) PFC  train stimulation in a representative MSN 669 

treated with picrotoxin. Averaged responses to HP1 and HP2 are highlighted in red and 670 

blue, respectively, and are overlaid in the inset (average of 15 sweeps; grey).  D, EPSP 671 

amplitudes for individual MSNs treated with saclofen (10 μM) showing HP2 EPSPs are 672 

significantly reduced compared to HP1 responses evoked at a similar membrane 673 

potential. E, Plot comparing the magnitude of HP2 suppression driven by PFC 674 

stimulation under baseline conditions and in the presence of saclofen for individual 675 

MSNs. No change in suppression was observed following blockade of GABABRs. F, 676 

Responses to optogenetic stimulation of HP terminals before (HP1) and 50 ms after 677 

(HP2) PFC train stimulation in a representative MSN treated with saclofen.   678 

Figure 3. Combined antagonism of GABAARs and KORs blocks heterosynaptic 679 

suppression of HP inputs in the VS. A, Group data of HP and PFC EPSP amplitudes 680 

averaged over five minutes. Bath application of U69,593 (1 μM) significantly reduced 681 

the amplitude of HP and PFC evoked responses. Black bar represents the duration of 682 

drug application. B, Plot comparing EPSP amplitudes evoked by HP stimulation under 683 

baseline and U69,593 conditions for individual MSNs. (In this and the subsequent 684 

figure, values represent the average of the last 5 minutes of baseline compared to the 685 

last 5 minutes of the recording session.  Representative EPSPs evoked under baseline 686 

(black) and U69,593 conditions (green) are overlaid in the inset and corresponding data 687 

are indicated by open black symbols; group averages are indicated by closed black 688 

symbols). C, Plot comparing EPSP amplitudes evoked by single-pulse PFC stimulation 689 

under baseline and U69,593 conditions. D, Averaged EPSP amplitudes for individual 690 
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MSNs treated with norBNI (100 nM) showing HP2 EPSPs are still significantly reduced 691 

when compared to HP1 responses evoked at a similar membrane potential. Inset shows 692 

averaged depolarized HP1 and basal HP2 EPSPs in the same representative cell. E, 693 

Plot comparing the magnitude of HP2 suppression driven by PFC stimulation under 694 

baseline conditions and in the presence of norBNI for individual MSNs. Blockade of 695 

kappa opioid receptors reduced the extent of HP2 heterosynaptic suppression induced 696 

by PFC stimulation. F, Responses to optogenetic stimulation of HP terminals before 697 

(HP1) and 50 ms after (HP2) PFC train stimulation in a representative MSN treated with 698 

norBNI. Averaged responses to HP1 and HP2 are highlighted in red and blue, 699 

respectively, and are overlaid in the inset (average of 15 sweeps; grey).  G, Averaged 700 

EPSP amplitudes for individual MSNs treated with norBNI (100 nM) and picrotoxin (100 701 

μM) showing HP1 and HP2 responses do not differ when compared at a similar 702 

membrane potential. H, Plot comparing the magnitude of HP2 suppression driven by 703 

PFC stimulation under baseline conditions and in the presence of norBNI and picrotoxin 704 

for individual MSNs. Blockade of GABAARs and KORs reversed the heterosynaptic 705 

suppression of HP2 responses by PFC stimulation. I, Responses to optogenetic 706 

stimulation of HP terminals before (HP1) and 50 ms after (HP2) PFC train stimulation in 707 

a representative MSN treated with norBNI and picrotoxin.  708 

Figure 4. Cortically-induced heterosynaptic suppression of HP responses in the VS 709 

does not involve CB1 receptor activation. A, Averaged EPSP amplitudes for individual 710 

MSNs treated with AM251(2 μM) showing HP2 EPSPs are significantly reduced when 711 

compared to HP1 responses evoked at a similar membrane potential. Inset shows 712 

averaged depolarized HP1 and basal HP2 EPSPs in the same representative cell. B, 713 
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Plot comparing the magnitude of HP2 suppression driven by PFC stimulation under 714 

baseline conditions and in the presence of AM251 for individual MSNs. No change in 715 

suppression was observed following blockade of CB1 receptors. C, Responses to 716 

optogenetic stimulation of HP terminals before (HP1) and 50 ms after (HP2) PFC train 717 

stimulation in a representative MSN treated with AM251. Averaged responses to HP1 718 

and HP2 are highlighted in red and blue, respectively, and are overlaid in the inset 719 

(average of 15 sweeps; grey).   720 
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